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Love working with art but don’t want to be tied down to a traditional gallery system? Then art consulting 
may the career path for you.  

As the art market has grown – especially with the boom of art fairs over the past 20 years – more and 
more collectors are looking at alternative ways of building collections and living with art. But knowing 
what to buy can be tricky – some people feel shy in a gallery space, others lack the confidence to 
purchase boldly, and many people know what they like, but have no idea where to find it. 

Art advisors – or art consultants – help private and corporate clients through this quagmire. Simply, they 
are hiring you for your professional knowledge. As an art advisor you are helping to focus their interests, 
educating them on artists, and then ensuring they have access to the work with a budget. 

From a professional point of view, you are running your own business and shopping for great art at the 
same time! An art advisor will often represent their clients at art fairs and auctions. They will either take 
a flat fee for their service, or a percentage of the sale price of the artwork.  

ArtsHub caught up with Sydney-based art advisor Mark Hughes, who established Mark Hughes Art 
Advisory (MHAA) in 2011, after a career abroad where he was Director of Galerie Lelong, New York for 
nine years and Associate Director of Barbara Gladstone Gallery, New York. He has worked with some of 
the world’s most influential artists including Vito Acconci, Andy Goldsworthy, Shirin Neshat, Yoko Ono, 
Sean Scully and the late Nancy Spero.  

We were keen to know what he thought it was that made a good art advisor, and how once should 
embark down this path. 
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A CAREER AS AN ART ADVISOR 
 
Q. Most art advisors started their career elsewhere. How did you get started, and how did you make 
the transition? 

'For over 20 years I worked in the commercial gallery world in Sydney and New York. It gave me a deep 
understanding of an artist's process, but also that of the buyer. I started in 1991 as an intern, working 
for free, for Irving Galleries (renamed Sherman Galleries in October 1992).  

'My first taste of art advising was when I was asked by Heath Ledger and Michelle Williams to build an 
art collection for them, shortly after their early success in the movies. I loved the process of working with 
them and knew it was ultimately what I wanted to do – represent the client and have access to all types 
of art. Going from gallery work to advising was therefore not so difficult, as I had done it in various forms 
over the years.'  

Q. What is the most valued aspect of your profession; what makes a good art consultant? 

'A good art consultant has experience in the field, understands the journey of the artwork – 
from the artist studio through primary and secondary markets, and is fully independent of any 
commercial gallery or any entity. 

'They also need to be a good listener, and know where to find the middle ground between what you feel 
is right for the client, and where they are on their art journey. A good art consultant has a clear voice 
whilst also being sensitive to others and realising everyone is different. No-one's art journey is the same.' 
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Q. The field of art advisory and consultancy has been growing rapidly over the past decade.  How has 
that influx affected the profession? 

'Smart people will always look for engaging experienced and knowledgeable consultants. The profession 
may have more interior decorators calling themselves "art consultants" but at the level where it matters, 
it won't be so affected.  

'The best art finds the best homes, thanks to intelligent and ethical professionals. As long as art buyers 
do some homework looking for the right consultants, the profession should maintain its standards.' 

Q. While running your own business affords certain freedoms, can it bring challenges? 

'The challenges are many, and many of them are really interesting and rewarding that create personal 
growth. I love the challenges. The biggest challenge I found early on was managing disappointments. 
Missing out on artworks at auction, clients who are slow to buy then regret the delay, others who are 
not ready to see the opportunity you bring to them.  

'You just have to roll with it, keep your eye on the far horizon and the big picture. The rewards far 
outweigh the challenges.' 

Q. If you were to offer one piece of advice to someone considering this career path, what would that 
be? 

'Get experience in the art world first. To advise someone you need to know what you are talking about!' 

 
KEY QUALIFICATIONS 

• Need to know the art world – build those contacts. 

• Have a solid education and knowledge of contemporary art and any specialist areas of art history. 

• Integrity and discretion count for everything. 
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• The first person you should server is your client – not the gallerist or dealer. 

• You need to be a good listener.  

• You are running a business, with business transactions – so be professional. 

• You are selling trust so ensure you conduct due diligence on quality and provenance of an artwork. 

• Ability to advise on framing and installing an artwork – this is a complete service package.  

• Be confident in finding clients – conduct lectures, give art tours, join boards.  
 
 

 

Mark Hughes is a Trustee of the Art Gallery of New South Wales Foundation, a member 
of the Advisory Board for Sydney Contemporary Art Fair and Ambassador for the 
Museum of Contemporary Art, and before his time in New York, Hughes was Associate 
Director of Sydney’s Sherman Galleries (1992-2000). 

He writes regularly about art and collecting, with his contributions and opinions sought 
for publications including the Financial Review, Architecture Digest, Habitus  
Living and Vogue. 
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